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BEKA FoodLine progressive distributors are

PRECISE
MODULAR
COMPATIBLE

...because the metering quantity is defined very exactly.
Each lub point receives the ideal amount of lubricant.
...to use. Metering quantities and number of lube points can
be modified at any time!
...for 100%, therefore no modifications in case of exchange,
replacement or integration in the design of the machine!

Caused by their modular design, BEKA progressive distributors are
very flexible to use. In contrast to inflexible block distributors, later
modifications and extensions of modular distributors are always
possible. Although the output rate of block distributors with metering
screws can be adjusted, later extensions are not possible.
Only a progressive distributor with sequential control guarantees
constant output. Block distributors with metering screws normally
operate with the parallel piston system with which it is not possible to
monitor the actual output.

It's your own decision:
Conventional rigid block design OR modern + flexible distributor variations for highest comfort
concerning metering, functionality and materials together with an excellent price/performance ratio!

MOST COMPACT INOX DISTRIBUTOR on the market
Ideal with RESTRICTED space conditions
As standard in V4A (1.4404) WITHOUT SURCHARGE to V2A
MODULAR CONZEPTION in segmental design with a high
number of metering rates in one distributor
Excellent PRICE/PERFORMANCE RATIO

The NEW DISTRIBUTOR in INOX - optimal suitable for
beverage and packaging industries
As standard in V4A (1.4404) WITHOUT SURCHARGE to V2A
100% COMPATIBLE DIMENSIONS and DELIVERY RATES
to comparable block distributors
MODULAR FLEXIBILITY by segmental design and elements
with up to 3 different metering quantities
COMPACT DIMENSIONS even with different output rates

LX-4
HIGH CORROSION PROTECTION (720 h RR) - ideal solution,
if INOX is not really necessary
Very attractive PRICE LEVEL

Our specialists will be pleased to inform you!

